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1. Introduction 
 
SDLXtract for QuarkXPress fully automates the process of extracting and, after 
translation, re-importing the text from QuarkXPress documents. The text keeps its 
formatting attributes throughout the process, thereby reducing the DTP time needed to 
finalise the document's layout. 
 
The contents of all text boxes in a QuarkXPress document are extracted in the XPress 
Tags format, a tagged text format (designed by Quark) that fully describes the text's 
formatting. During extraction, the contents are aggregated together into a single file. This 
file can then be translated with SDLX. 
 
SDLXtract is a standalone Macintosh application that uses the AppleScript scripting 
language to drive QuarkXPress. Unlike other similar tools, it is not a Quark XTension 
(plug-in). 
 
The goal in creating SDLXtract was to make the export/import process as easy and 
reliable as possible, also providing the capability to process large quantities of 
QuarkXPress documents in a single operation. Another goal was the compatibility with a 
wide range of Mac OS and QuarkXPress versions. 
 
 
 
2. System requirements 
 
SDLXtract (Mac OS X) is a Macintosh Carbon application, compatible with Mac OS X 
10.2 and later. Mac OS X 10.3 (Panther) is highly recommended when using 
QuarkXPress 5 or earlier in the Classic environment of Mac OS X. This version is 
required for extracting QuarkXPress 6 documents. 
 
SDLXtract (Classic) is a classic Mac OS application, compatible with all versions of Mac 
OS 8 and 9. 
 
SDLXtract works with QuarkXPress and QuarkXPress Passport version 4, 5 and 6. It is 
always recommended to update QuarkXPress to the latest version available: 4.11, 5.01 
and 6.1, respectively. The updates can be downloaded from the Quark website at 
http://www.quark.com/. 
 
Special versions supporting Japanese, Chinese and Korean Mac OS and 
QuarkXPress versions will be available at a later stage. 
 
A Windows version of SDLXtract is not currently planned. 
 
 
 
3. Installation 
 
To install, simply double-click the .sit file to decompress it using StuffIt Expander. Select 
the version of the SDLXtract application corresponding to the operating system you are 
using (Mac OS X or Classic 8 or 9) then drag the icon to the Applications folder or any 
other place on your hard drive where you usually store your applications. 
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Before running SDLXtract, you need to verify that the QuarkXPress XPress Tags 
XTension is activated. Open the version of QuarkXPress you want to use, then go to the 
Utilities menu and choose XTensions Manager. In the XTensions list that appears, 
make sure that the XPress Tags line is checked. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
4. Running SDLXtract 
 
SDLXtract needs to establish a connection to the version of QuarkXPress it will work with. 
This means that the following rules must be complied with: 
 
- Always launch the version of QuarkXPress you want to use BEFORE launching 

SDLXtract. Typically, this should be the version used to create the documents you want 
to export from or import into. SDLXtract will not launch if QuarkXPress is not running. 

 

 
 
- Do not launch multiple versions of QuarkXPress, this would confuse SDLXtract. 
 
- Do not quit QuarkXPress while SDLXtract is running. If this happens by accident, quit 

and re-launch SDLXtract. 
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When launched, SDLXtract will display the following screen which allows you to choose 
between the extraction and the importation functions. 
 
 

 
 
 

Click on this button to extract the text from QuarkXPress files. You can 
also press the [Return] key. 
 
 
 
 
 
Click on this one to import translated files back into Quark documents. You 
can also press the [space bar]. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
5. Extracting text from QuarkXPress documents 
 
Clicking on the Extraction button opens the control window in Extraction mode. This 
window allows you to specify the files for extraction and to control the process. 
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There are two ways to select the QuarkXPress files to be extracted: 
- either drag and drop the files to the list field (white rectangle) in the window 
- or click on the Select button and choose the directory containing the files you want to 
extract. All Quark files in that directory will be selected for extraction. 
 
All the Quark files selected will be displayed in the list. It is possible to remove files from 
the list by selecting them and pressing Delete or Backspace. The entire list can be 
cleared by pressing the Clear button. Double-clicking a file in the list opens that file in 
QuarkXPress. 
 
Once any number of files have been placed in the list, the Select button changes to 
Start. Clicking on Start launches the extraction process. All files in the list will be 
extracted one after the other. Once a file has been successfully extracted, the word 
"Extracted" appears beside the name of the file. 
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If an error occurred during the extraction, the word "Error" will appear in the list instead. 
 
The result of the extraction is, for each Quark file extracted, a text file with the .xtg 
extension (which stands for XPress Tags), containing the contents of all text boxes in 
XPress Tags format. 
 
Note that no changes are made to the original document, it is closed without saving at the 
end of the Export process. 
 
SDLXTract records all operations and error messages in the Log. To view the Log, 
choose the Show Log option in the Log menu or click on the Log... button. When 
extractions end in error, check the log for error messages describing the cause of the 
error. 
 
The log can be saved to a text file by clicking on the Save... button. 
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6. Translating the .xtg files 
 
• Using SDLX 2004 
 
By default, SDLXtract .xtg files are ready to be processed by the "XPress Tags" filter of 
SDLX 2004. Just transfer the .xtg files to a Windows machine running SDLX 2004 and 
prepare ITDs using the "XPress Tags" filter. 
 
Important note: Make sure you check the "UTF-8" checkbox in the SDLX Project 
Wizard as the .xtg files are UTF-8 encoded. 
 
After translation, the re-converted .xtg files are ready to be imported with SDLXtract. 
 
 
7. Importing translated files 
 
Clicking on the Import button opens the control window in Import mode. This window 
allows you to specify the files for import and to control the process. 
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There are two ways to select the .xtg files to be imported: 
- either drag and drop the files to the list field (white rectangle) in the window 
- or click on the Select button and choose the directory containing the files you want to 
extract. All .xtg files (text files with the .xtg extension in the name) in that directory will be 
selected for import. 
 
All the .xtg files selected will be displayed in the list. It is possible to remove files from the 
list by selecting them and pressing Delete or Backspace. The entire list can be cleared by 
pressing the Clear button. 
 
Once any number of files have been placed in the list, the Select button changes to 
Start. Clicking on Start launches the import process. All files in the list will be imported 
one after the other. Once a file has been successfully imported, the word "Imported" 
appears beside the name of the file. 
 
If an error occurred during the extraction, the word "Error" will appear in the list instead. 
 
Important note: Each .xtg file must be placed in the same directory as the 
corresponding original QuarkXPress file. This ensures that SDLXtract can find the 
QuarkXPress files and can open them to perform the import. 
 
The result of the import process is a new QuarkXPress document containing the 
translated text, named like the original document with the addition of the ".loc" extension. 
The original file is untouched. 
 
Note that you must use the same version of QuarkXPress to import as the one used to 
export, or SDLXtract will report an error. 
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8. Handling non-Western languages 
 
SDLXtract is designed to handle all necessary character set conversion. If either source 
or target languages are non-Western, you need to select the language category in the 
Encoding menu of SDLXtract. 
 
• Extracting non-Western languages 

If the source text of the documents to be extracted is non-Western (Central European, 
Greek or Cyrillic), you need to select the corresponding option in the "Encoding/Source 
Language" menu. This lets SDLXtract know the source language type and perform the 
correct conversion. 
 
In the default SDLX compatibility mode, the .xtg files are always Unicode UTF-8 encoded. 
 
In Filter Pack mode, the .xtg files are ANSI encoded. There is no support for other 
encodings in Filter Pack, so it cannot be used if the source language is non-Western. 
 
 
• Importing non-Western languages 

If the language of the translated .xtg files to be imported is non-Western (Central 
European, Greek or Cyrillic), you need to select the corresponding option in the 
"Encoding/Target Language" menu. This lets SDLXtract know the target language type 
and perform the correct conversion. 
 
Important note: After a .xtg file in a non-Western language has been re-imported, it 
is necessary to apply fonts encoded in the Mac encoding corresponding to the 
language type. Otherwise, the special characters will not appear correctly. 
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9. Anchored text boxes 
 
In QuarkXPress, it is possible to paste a text box inside the text of another text box, 
anchoring it to a specific place in the text flow. This type of text box is thus called an 
anchored text box. 
 
While SDLXtract exports the contents of anchored text boxes, it cannot retain the location 
of the anchored boxes. So, when the contents of the enclosing text box are re-imported, 
the anchored box(es) it contains are deleted. 
 
To make sure the translations of the anchored boxes are available, SDLXTract creates 
new boxes on the pasteboard of the Quark file, containing the translated text of the 
anchored text boxes. At DTP stage, these new boxes can be cut and pasted at the 
original location of the anchored boxes. 
 
If SDLXtract encounters anchored boxes during an extraction, it will issue a warning in 
the log and will place a bullet after the "Extracted•" word in the main window. When 
SDLXtract recreates a new text box on the pasteboard, it also issues a warning and place 
a bullet at the end of the "Imported•" marker. 
 
 
10. Known issues 
 
- In version 1.0b6, SDLXtract does not extract the contents of QuarkXPress tables 

created with the Table Tool of Quark 5 and above. This will be implemented in the next 
release. 

 
 
 
  
 


